SURFACE
PREP AND
MAINTENANCE

MAINTAIN AND PROTECT
HARDWOOD FLOORS
MAINTENANCE OIL
AEROGREEN® 4200 Hardwood Floor Maintenance
Oil enhances the natural beauty of your oiled wood
floors. With a unique blend of natural oils that
penetrate into the wood and bond at a molecular
level, the wood becomes stronger but leaves the
texture and color unobstructed.
• For use on all types of oiled wood floors
•L
 eaves a natural glow for wood floors; buffing the floor
with a soft pad or buffing machine once the floor is
completely dried enhances the shine
•P
 rovides floors with additional hard wear properties in
the upper pore layer
• Contains no solvents or hazardous chemicals
• Light pleasant odor
•C
 an be applied by hand with a clean cloth, clean mop,
lambs wool pad or paint roller

AEROGREEN 4200 MAINTENANCE OIL
SMIS NUMBER

AEROGREEN PART NUMBER

SIZE

1017-63118

4200MOQ12

32 oz.

1017-63191

4200MOG4

1 gallon

1017-63209

4200MOP

5 gallon

REVITALIZER
For regular cleaning and maintenance of oiled
hardwood floors use AEROGREEN® 4210 Revitalizer
Oil, which helps provide the surface with a
protective finish and highlights the natural grain
of the wood.
• For use on all types of oiled wood floors
• Gently cleans and maintains floors
• Adds essential oils to nourish wood as it’s cleaned
• Helps extend life of the wood floor
• Contains no solvents or hazardous chemicals
• Light pleasant odor
•C
 an be applied by hand with a clean mop or lambs
wool pad

AEROGREEN 4210 REVITALIZER
SMIS NUMBER

AEROGREEN PART NUMBER

SIZE

1017-63217

4210RQ12

32 oz.

1017-63225

4210RG4

1 gallon

1017-63233

4210RP

5 gallon

Hardwood floors are a popular flooring choice due to the aesthetic appeal,
durability and easy maintenance. However, to maintain the integrity and
beauty of wood for years to come, it is crucial to use products that will allow
the flooring to withstand daily wear and tear. AEROGREEN® products will
help maintain, revitalize and clean hardwood floors.

FLOOR CLEANER
AEROGREEN® 4220 RTU (Ready to Use) Wood Cleaner is a safe and effective product that completely
cleans your wood floors by gently and effectively removing dust, dirt and grime.
• Dries quickly, without leaving a dulling residue behind
• Ready to use, simply spray and mop with no rinsing required
• Safe for all hardwood, laminate, unwaxed and polyurethane finished wood floors

Cleaning Hardwood Floors
Cleaning hardwood floors is essential for protecting
and maintaining its beauty. However, improper
methods and products used for daily and periodic
deep cleaning are one of the main causes of
damage to commercial hardwood floors. Avoid
harsh chemicals or products that contain waxes,
bleach, ammonia, polishes, oil soaps or abrasive
materials that can harm the wood and cause the
finish to become dull or compromise recoating
treatments. It’s also important to not use dust
mops with chemical treatments, such as silicone
and acrylics, which can leave behind a residue and
could prevent proper adhesion for future
floor coatings.
Following preventative measures to protect your floors
from damage is easy and relatively inexpensive.
•U
 se protective felt pads on furniture and fixtures to
prevent scratching
• Place rugs down in high-traffic areas
•A
 void daily vacuuming or sweeping to remove dirt,
sand or grit because it can act like sandpaper and
damage your floors
•U
 se AEROGREEN 4220 RTU – a non-toxic, waterborne
formula that meets stringent VOC regulations – to
clean your wood surface without leaving a film or
residue behind
AEROGREEN 4220 RTU WOOD CLEANER
SMIS NUMBER

AEROGREEN PART NUMBER

SIZE

1017-63241

4220WCQ12

32 oz.

1017-63258

4220WCG4

1 gallon

1017-63266

4220WCP

5 gallon
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Since 1866, Sherwin-Williams has provided manufacturers and finishers with the coatings they need to make their products look better and last longer, while helping
their operations meet productivity and sustainability goals. Our innovative solutions go beyond coatings to include knowledge, tools, equipment, supplies and
industry-leading support. For a better finish, ask Sherwin-Williams.
To learn more, call 1-844-335-5940 or visit us at wood.sherwin.com
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